






















































































Welcome to the Heard Museum! As a self-guided group, you will have 
the opportunity to visit any or all of the Heard Museum galleries. If this 
is your first visit, we suggest that you start in the HOME: Native People 

in the Southwest exhibit. 
 
In HOME, here are some things to look for: 

• The entry ramp to the HOME exhibit showcases Indigenous Evolution by Santa 
Clara/Tewa ceramic artist Rosemary Lonewolf and Isleta glass artist Tony Jojola.   
Imbedded in the poles are signs used by potters and artists in the Southwest: birds, 
butterflies, a calendar stick, horned toads and various cacti. 

• Ancestral Pueblo (formerly Anasazi) pottery is decorated with symbols that refer 
to rain: zig-zags, fine lines, whirlpools, etc. These people grew corn, beans and 
squash. 

• The Spanish brought new tools, new animals, new religion, new crops (such as 
wheat) and the horno or beehive oven. Hornos are still used today. 

• While pottery was made for use in the past, today most pottery is made for sale. 
Artists make black pottery, carved pottery, pottery with inlay and figurative 
pottery (storyteller dolls). 

• The jewelers of Zuni Pueblo make pieces that are characterized by fine stone 
shaping and setting. Mosaic, needlepoint, inlay and carved stones are their 
specialty. 

• Hopi katsina dolls (formerly kachina) are made and given twice a year to girls. 
The Katsina are spiritual helpers who live in the seeps and springs of the San 
Francisco Peaks. At the Winter Solstice they travel as clouds and then take up 
residence in the Hopi villages. They take a physical form and then through song 
and dance help the Hopi follow the Hopi Way and prepare for the planting of 
corn. The Katsina return to their home in the Peaks after the Summer Solstice. 
The girls are given the dolls as a way to teach them about their religion. 

• The painting by Ray Naha shows the girls getting their doll at the Home Dance (at 
the time of the Summer Solstice). The boys are given other items such as rattles, 
bows and arrows, ball and stick game or moccasins. 

• The Navajo traditional home or Hogan always has a doorway that faces East. The 
proper way to enter the Hogan is to walk clockwise: that is, turn to the left after 
entering and continue around the walls. The floor is always dirt (Mother Earth) 
and there is a smoke hole in the roof to admit Father Sky. Although few Navajo 
still live in Hogans, this structure is used for many ceremonies. 

• Traditionally, Navajo women are famous for weaving and Navajo men are well-
known for silver smithing. Today, both men and women do both of these arts. 

• The prehistoric Hohokam lived in central and southern Arizona as well as 
northern Mexico. They are famous for digging miles of canals to water their crops 
of corn, beans and squash. They were so successful that they traded for other 
items such as shell, turquoise and parrots (see the pot in the shape of a parrot). 

• The O’odham (formerly Pima and Papago) are the descendants of the Hohokam. 
The painting shows the O’odham New Year Celebration that takes place when the 
saguaro fruit is harvested (around July 4). 



• The O’odham make baskets for sale and find inspiration for their designs in many 
new experiences: look for the basket with the train or the letters. 

• The Apache moved frequently so they depended upon baskets to carry food and 
water. Look for the baskets covered with pine pitch, making them waterproof. 

• The Apache cradleboards reveal what band of Apache they are: observe how the 
hood that goes over the head of the baby is different for each cradleboard. 

• American Indians are very patriotic and there are many veterans. Look at the 
carving of the Navajo Code Talkers (there were Hopi, Kiowa, Cherokee and other 
Indian Code Talkers as well). Look for the bracelet featuring a Purple Heart. 

• The flag woven by a Navajo woman for the bicentennial flew over the Arizona 
State Capitol as well as the Capitol in Washington, D.C. 

 
In the WE ARE: Arizona’s First People exhibit: 

• The map shows the current location of the 21 federally recognized American 
Indian communities in Arizona. 

• The puzzles and sound domes allow visitors to hear various native languages. 
• The mural illustrates four historical situations that greatly impacted American 

Indian people. The text is on the large panel near the sitting area. 
 
In EVERY PICTURE TELLS A STORY, students can see how artists are inspired by 
their environment. Seven different areas are featured: Plateau Southwest, Rio Grande 
Valley, Desert Southwest, Great Lakes, Northwest Coast, Arctic and Plains. There are 
hands-on activities for visitors in this gallery. 
 
In the REMEMBERING OUR BOARDING SHOOL DAYS on the upper floor, you can 
experience what the young Indian children endured as they were taken from their families 
and sent to school.  
 
In AROUND THE WORLD (also on the second floor) the museum showcases items 
from its collection from North, Central and South America, as well as Hawaii. 

• Look at the variety of cradle boards from North America. They could be called 
“the original car seat” since the cradleboard was used to protect the child, 
especially when traveling. 

• Look for the small child’s cap made by the Nez Perce. It is decorated with quill 
work, something used before glass beads became available through trade. 

• It rains a lot in the Pacific Northwest! Indians there made rain hats out of cedar 
bark. Contemporary Tlingit artist Preston Singletary has copied the shape in red 
glass. 

 
Other galleries feature short-term Special Exhibits. 
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